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Description
This product is an effective, multi-functional and pHneutral quick-dispersing shampoo concentrate for
washing vehicles by hand, and contains mild, skinfriendly, paintwork-friendly tensides and a high
proportion of care ingredients. Washing, product care
and drying are all made in a single procedure. The
water film disperses immediately after rinsing, which
helps stain-free drying of the vehicle. Among other
applications, Gloss Waxing Shampoo is ideal for
showrooms and general care, as previously applied
polish and sealing products are not removed. The
paintwork receives a high-gloss finish with longlasting preservation and is thus protected against
aggressive environmental influences.

Properties

- protects the paintwork against aggressive effects
from the weather and the environment
- excellent cleaning effect
- suitable for polycarbonate
- excellent dewatering effect, meaning less work
when leathering
- cleaning and sealing in a single process

litres of water (depending on the water hardness),
clean the vehicle using a cleaning glove or sponge,
then wash off thoroughly with a soft, clear water jet.
Remove residual water with a microfibre cloth or
chamois leather.

Available pack sizes
10 l Canister plastic

8198
D

25 l Canister plastic

8199
D

Our information is based on thorough research
and may be considered reliable, although not
legally binding.

Technical data
Form

liquid

Solubility

soluble in water

Density at 20 °C

1.029 g/cm³
DIN 51757

Color / appearance

yellowish

Flash point

101 °C

Base

non-ionic tensides, cationic
tensides, relipidising
agents, care ingredients

Odor

characteristic

Shelf life in original
sealed container

24 Monate

Areas of application
For cleaning all materials in commercial motor
vehicles, motorbikes, boats, mobile homes, garden
furniture etc., including paintwork, chrome, rubber,
plastic and glass.

Comment
Caution! Do not use on hot paintwork or surfaces, or in
direct sunlight! Check for compatibility and suitability
before use!

Application
The shampoo can be used for washing vehicles by
hand or using a shampooing unit. For washing by
hand, add 30 to 50 ml of Gloss Waxing Shampoo to 10
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